
· Turn your Duty Range manikin into an obese manikin. Add up to 150 kilos of 
weight. 

· An instructor can singlehandedly stage a scenario with an obese victim. 
· All seams are triple sewed and manually sealed with water tape. 
· Delivered with soft boots, a storage bag, adaptors and a water flow meter. 

Article number
Category

   

017-043-112
Training Manikins

Product details

Turn your Duty Range manikin into a heavy-weight manikin

The water fillable suit adds weight and volume to your regular Duty Range manikin. This allows you to integrate a heavyweight manikin to the 
scenario in a limited space. 

Create your scenario anytime, anywhere

First responders find themselves more and more confronted with obese victims in need of their help. The use of an obese manikin helps 
prepare your trainees for the many challenges that arise in such a case. However, not every scenario can host an obese manikin. If the staging 
has to be set up in a small room, a manikin of this size and volume isnt easy to enter. Those situations ask for a water fillable suit that can be 
put on your adult version Duty Range dummy. First, position the manikin, and then fill the suit up with water. The suit can hold a total of 150 
kilos of water. A 50-kilo manikin will weigh up to 200 kilo. The triple sewed seams make sure the manikin wont be leaking. 

The water fillable suit is also convenient if an instructor has to stage an obese manikin-scenario by himself. Think about it: lifting an obese 
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manikin requires 4, 5 or even 6 people, where the water fillable suit only weighs a mere five kilos. 
Technical information

Brand: Ruth Lee
Product weight (kg): 5,00
Length (cm): 180

Guarantee: 1 year, but only on product and manufacturing defects

Duty range
manikin

30kg/180cm

Duty range
manikin

50kg/180cm

Duty range
manikin

70kg/180cm

017-043-004 017-043-005 017-043-006

Related products

Bariatric manikin
180kg/180cm

Bariatric manikin
260kg/180cm
017-043-065 017-043-115

You may also like

017-043-013
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